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The RightFind Navigate 12 April 2022 release includes four public chemical vocabularies, two data source connectors, as well as search improvements to make it easier for you to find and get access to relevant content.

Talk to your Client Engagement Manager to provide feedback on the features in this release.

**Chemical vocabularies**

New chemical vocabularies expand semantic search capabilities to cover chemical use cases. The following public vocabularies are available as part of the April release:

- **ChEMBL** - contains names of ChEMBL compound names and their synonyms. For example, ‘D-GLUCOSE, ANHYDROUS’ and ‘dextrose’.
- **Chemical Methods Ontology** - describes methods used to collect data in chemical experiments, for example ‘chromatography column’.
- **Molecular Process Ontology** - contains names of molecular processes, such as ‘oxidation’.
- **Name Reactions Ontology** - connects organic name reactions to their processes in the Molecular Process Ontology. For example, ‘carboxy group protection’.

Talk to your Client Engagement Manager if you are interested in enabling any of these vocabularies.

**Microsoft SharePoint connector**

You can search across content in your organizational SharePoint instance, taking into account the content permissions, and see those results alongside results from external data sources within RightFind Navigate.

You can easily identify content from a SharePoint data source as ‘Internal Content’ in your results. A file type field shows the document type, for example PDF, spreadsheet, text document or notebook. The connector includes full text search into SharePoint content, a content preview from RightFind Navigate, and seamless navigation to the document upon clicking on the title.

---

**Figure** - An example of a result from SharePoint, in RightFind Navigate
Figure - Preview of a SharePoint document, shown in RightFind Navigate.

Figure - Content from SharePoint alongside external content in the same result set.

Talk to your Client Engagement Manager if you are interested in enabling the SharePoint connector.
Henry Stewart Talks connector

A licensable data source connector to HSTalks makes more than 3,000 conference videos and interviews by leading world experts available to be searched in RightFind Navigate. You can view the full length content directly from RightFind Navigate while you continue working with your results. When you click on the result title, a media player opens on the bottom right corner of the page. You can drag and drop the player anywhere on the page or maximize the video to see it full screen.

Figure - The media player within RightFind Navigate

Talk to your Client Engagement Manager if you are interested in enabling the HSTalks connector.

Search widget

Make search more visible in your organization and increase adoption by integrating the RightFind Navigate search widget in your library portal or internal intranet. This feature allows you to integrate RightFind Navigate further into your research business processes and start a new search from outside the application.

Figure - The search widget
The new search widget supports the following use cases:

- Combine keywords using boolean operators such as AND, OR, NOT and parenthesis.
- Search literature content by entering a DOI, ISSN, ISBN or PMID directly in the widget.
- Click on ‘search’ to see the results directly in RightFind Navigate.
- Change the font and background colors to adapt the widget’s look and feel to your organization’s branding.

Talk to your Client Engagement Manager if you are interested in enabling this widget in your library portal. The widget is included at no extra cost as part of the standard RightFind Navigate offering.

**Search using literature identifiers**

Find content by inputting DOI, ISBN, ISSN or PMID directly in the search bar, simplifying the process of searching with a unique identifier. Simply enter one of these identifiers, without quotes or any other wrapping characters, and RightFind Navigate will find the associated document for you.

![Figure - A DOI entered directly in the search bar.](image)

**Contextual highlights**

When a keyword matches to a field that isn’t part of the standard citation display, a contextual highlights field provides an understanding of why the record appears in the search results. You can see other additional matches in a new section called ‘Other matching fields’ that appears for results where these matches are relevant for your search. When a hit is found in a long field, such as the scientific summary...
for a drug, you can see the context of the hit within that field, showing the 10 words before and after the keyword match.

**Malaria vaccine - GenVec/Naval Medical Research Center**

**Details**  
**Other matching fields (4)**  
**DRUGS** AdisInsight  
**Alternative Drug Name:** DNA-Ad; NMRC-M3V-Ad-PTICA vaccine  
**Latest Information Update:** Aug 14th 2020

**Additional Organisation Names:** Malaria Vaccine Initiative

**Clinical Properties:** Regimen of DNA and Ad5 malaria vaccines associated with sterile protection in 4/15 healthy malaria-naïve adults challenged with R ... the blood-stage forms of the malaria parasite in preclinical studies, induces ...  
**MeSH Indications:** Malaria

Scientific Summaries: A DNA- and an Ad5-vectorised malaria vaccine candidate against P. falciparum ... in up to 26 healthy malaria-naïve adults. Minimal local or ... single dose of the Ad5 malaria vaccine candidate; the latter vaccine ... Ill clinical trial showed this malaria vaccine candidate to be well ... was observed in 4/15 healthy, malaria-naïve adults who received a ... regimen consisting of a DNA malaria vaccine and an Ad5 malaria vaccine candidate, in a phase ... one dose of the Ad5 malaria vaccine candidate, and were subsequently ... healthy volunteers who infected with malaria after treatment with a prime ... three doses of unadjuvanted two-gene malaria DNA vaccine followed by a ... dose of two-gene viral vector malaria vaccine. There was no relationship ... phase I/III trial showed this malaria vaccine induced strong T cell ... Parasitic infections. Preclinical studies: A malaria vaccine candidate that included 5 ... and liver stages of the malaria parasite showed robust T cell ... the blood-stage forms of the malaria parasite. As a result of ... for clinical development of new malaria vaccines; ... I/III trial showed that the malaria DNA vaccine prevented infection in ... three doses of unadjuvanted two-gene malaria DNA vaccine followed by a ... dose of two-gene viral vector malaria vaccine. Eleven vaccinated and six ...

**Figure** - The new ‘Other matching fields’ section with the additional keyword hits within a drug’s scientific summary.

### Usability Improvements

**Improved query building experience**

When typing in the search bar, close the chip you’re creating by pressing enter. RightFind Navigate will automatically apply the following validations:

- To create a boolean chip, type AND, OR, NOT, ( or ) and press enter.
- To create a text chip, type the terms and press enter; RightFind Navigate creates a text chip, wrapping the multiple terms between quotes by default.
- To select a semantic topic, click the item in the drop down or use the arrow keys and enter to select it.

**Improved management of the special character ‘:’**

The colon character can be used to specify a field search (for example, title:”this is the title I am looking for”) or a literal value (for example as part of the sentence *malaria:a systematic review*). RightFind Navigate differentiates between the two scenarios as follows:
When you build a query that contains a colon, RightFind Navigate checks if the values to the left of the colon match any field name in the database. If it does, you will see a confirmation message to check if you’re building a field query.

![Confirmation message](image)

**Figure** - The confirmation message when a field name is detected as part of a query.

Upon clicking on ‘Yes’, RightFind Navigate formats your query accordingly so you get the expected results for your field query.

![Formatted query and results](image)

**Figure** - An automatically formatted query and the expected results on top of the list.

My Company’s Collection features

It’s easier to filter your company’s collections with a new filtering sub-section below the date range. A prominent, green tag in search results makes it faster to identify content in your company’s collections.
Figure - The new ‘By Collections’ filter category and the ‘in your collections’ green tag.